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This Is Your Bookstore
by Barry Brennen, Charles Klonne and Pat Monoghan

»
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The official retail agent shall
sell the books at not more than
twenty per cent in excess of the
listed wholesale price. Where old
books displaced by new adoptions,
are offered by pupils in exchange
for the corresponding new books,
the new books shall be offered at
a price not more than 20 per cent
in excess of the exchange price,
If any agent violates the requirements of this section or fails to
give reasonable bond requested by
any person who has a contract to
furnish adopted texts, the board of
education that appointed the agent
may be giving prior to May 1 in
any year revoke the appointment
on July 1 of that yefc. (Sestion 156
...Article 450, Kentucky Revised
RtntntP
iflM V
Maiuie, iMw.i
This article was brought about
through student inquiry and is
designed to inform the student
body as to what the profits realized
by the campus bookstore are
where they are going, and the
benefits derived by the students
through this exchange. In order
to present these facts correctly we
interviewed a member of the administration, the business manager
of the college, and employees of
the bookstore If these facts seem
unclear and tend to mix-up the
reader we apologize as this was
OFFICIALS AND GUEST SPEAKER at the Ovens meeting: this week on the campus of Eastern Kentacky State College are pictured. They are» seated, from left: Myra Tobin, Hardinsburgg, president of how they were presented to us
the University chapter; Mrs. Robert Cayton, Covington, guest speaker; and Jane Harmon, Louisville,
According to the member of the
administration whom we interviewpresident oft he University of Louisville chapter. Standing, Diana Munson, program chairman of the
meeting, and Evelyn Craft, president of the host Eastern Cwens. Both are from Frankfort
e
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be brought to light, in the course
of the interview, concerning the
accumulation of these profits,
During this interview this spokesman stated that while the bonds
were being paid the college was
absorbin gthe expense of fuel,
maintenance and utilities of the
Student Union Building. He. further maintained that the bookstore
employees' salaries were paid by
the state, not from the profits of
the bookstore.
This matter was taken up with
the management Qf the bookstore
.-. __. . .-..
who con ended that the employees
ARE paid by the prof its (20 per
cent?) of the bookstore^ and operati
e
nses
°oJ?18*»?£& U„J
ion^D *{?.
Building AREbookstore
SHAREDqualby
the cafeteria and
e
,
The management 0f the bookstore ^ tnat me
fltg of tne
8tore exceed 20 per cent and stated
^ ^
fltg on some items yar.
ied Je 33 per cent Qn pt^mtikm^
^
cent on new (not U8ed) text
books M|d M ^ ft M 4Q
cent
Qn Qther ltems
However he also
emphaaized that m certain case8
the

bookstore prices are below
Qf ,oca, retai, merchanta. Thia
source concurred m me belief that
,on of ^^^ ^^ are
&
^fc Qsed to redre me bonda on
^ student Union Building. He
knew nothing about the short_term
govemment bonds ^ thought it
*ould bft a Qod idea to JJ the
bookstore profits for scholarships
after the Student Union Building
^

bonds are retired
II
would seem tnat all sources
interviewed
are not
not mJ^en-ent
in agreement
interyiewea are,

tu- *« to who

Richmond. Ky„ Nov. 9 (Special) T^^^S^wt FS^H^S. ^To ^e^J^LTTc "SK

Eastern's Home Economics Club -The Mu Chapter of Cwensjm- hoite. flew to New York City on be paid ^J^^^^ ^erin^gllioT^Z^^Sd
la very proud of the fact that two ttonal honorary society of eopho- November 11, for a four-day As- hHrl fmrn^e^ U S Gov^mmTnt *" the bookstore showed that the
of their -meinfaer»,~»egy JCtag-gntt~-"H>w women, of Eastern Kentucky sociated Collegiate Press Conven- S^ ^ndV w^ to b^T»St original HW price of the publishers
Elinor Fischer, hold a state and State College was host recently tton.
™eseboids were to be rx>ugnt ^B
^ ^^ £
national office respectively. Eli- to the Kentucky chapters in obserVarioua mee«ngs and speakers % £a7basX at 2 rS centtote* cent of the wholesale price added
nor is currently serving as Na- vance of Founders Day of the or- were scheduled for those interested 1* in accordance withthis thev to the wholesale price, which, actional Secretary of the College granteation.
Attending the one day in wrltlng for paper8i or making- Siild be^^^w in 1960
cording to our interpretation of
Club Section of the American meettog to toe Keen Joh^
Thifl
Home Economics Association. Bet- dent Union Building was the Theta reporter, spoke at the mass meetperson further stated that rect Tni8 mterpretation was apty was recently elected President Chapter of the University Of Ken- ing on Tnuraday night about the already enough money has been
^ b a former Kentuck j^.
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news
reporting,
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profits
from
8tudent
v/ho ,8 a member of the
of the Kentucky Home Economics
rsity of Louisville.
Further, accordand j^er answered questions from the bookstore to pay these bonds college faculty.
Association.
The National Society of Cwens the floor. As there were approxi- °" (therefore the Price of p°<>ks ing ^ Uje law lt ^ token fof
The objective of the Home Eco- was organized on November 1, mately 1,000 students from every could be lowered) but instead it is „.ranted QlAt the students may sell
nomics Club is to promote leader- 1922 by the late Drhyrsa Amoa, section of the United States, he being reinvested in short term gov- mg ^^ whIch ^^ become ob.
ship and provide for the profes- Dean of Women, University of was bombarded with pertinent ernment bonds at 3% per cent in- aolete tQ {he original retail agent,
sional development of college Pittsburgh. The Mu chapter was questions which he answered sensi- terest. When asked why tnis tng coUege bookstore. THIS MAY
m n ey Wa8
U Sed
home economics students. Our organized at Eastern in 194o.
bly and pointedly.
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local club is affiliated with both
Quest speaker was Mrs. Robert
Not only was the convention |^ ' °" ,/Sfh.mldiri would
Upon investigaUon of the exstate and national home economics L. Cayton, Covington, President of beneficial but the organizers were h™' *™*„ «2L ^|*«l to be change prices of used books we
associations; and, we carry out the National S oc ie ty of Cwens, thoughtful enough to allow free an Txid^Lment
sin^the build «"<* that the margin of profit is
projects which are adopted by who chose as her topics "The time for those who wished to view ■» ^.^"T6 nLJ£f™LJ^followed of interest to the student. For exthese groups. One of our main Duties of the Officers and Com- the many sights of New York City, "f ^7" , ,, ',," *t" ■ «ThiT is ample, let us take a book costing
goals is that of International Re- mittee Chairmen." and "The RitBeing typical tourists, we from ^t ^^tisto^™ The invest- the student *8.00. The bookstore
lations. We try to stimulate and ual and Intangibles of Cwens."
Eastern attempted to see every- JJw iJ^-SSHZi
H™H. I-h«n pays M.40 to the publisher (S8.00
en
further international understandUp^
MiM Evelyn Craft, Frankf0rt, thing possible to the time allotted £f * £™** ^"Ind Trust mums » pe? cent'SSco^t).
ings and relations by developing pre«ldent of the Mu Chapter at -on foot, too.
gfd ^RjSuSnS- M ev^rv stato «>n selling this to the student they
an appreciation of the cultural Eastern, presided at the morning
AM in all. it was a program ^sUtution^musUmv^" tSZ Z (the bookstore) realize an initial
background and values of family ^^10,,. The devotional was asked helpful to all who attended and a S. fund^ to^andied bv'them
Profit <>' "•» «>•' Then the booky
life of peoples throughout the by Beverly Rouse, Walton, and good time besides.
..„
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... store buys this back from the stuA <»«erence of opinion arises dent for Qne half ^ original llst
world. In doing this our club con- President W. F. O'Donnell welupon interviewing the coUege busi- ri
^ ^
wmch g $4 <£
tributes to tiie International Schol- coined the gathering. Singing of
ness agent. As expressed by this £ „ g^ to ^ ^^ „ a ^^
arship Fund which enables girls th9 cwens' song was led by Peggy
source the aforementioned^ bonds bQok ^ ^
cent lu- ^^ ^
from other countries to study home Carr, Louisville, Alumni Cwen of
went on sale to 1940. as stated pre- ald f it^mch IsKeqUal to $5.60
economics here In the United Mu Chapter, accompained by Lois
Elinor, who attended Southern Webb of West Van Lear.
I OU?SkbutMWl11 mt ? ^id °Jtt "J" ^>e a» per cent taken of S8.00 inTo insure a happy and
High School at Louisville, held
—_._,„
♦K 2fl;'£ S?L f*!S? «!j" »tead of $4.00). On this exchange
local and district offices in FHA . Residing at the afternoon seshe did agree that the prof- ^
Upon
make ^^r $1.60.
healthy Thanksgiving ... though
At Eastern she prints all pictures sion was Delores Niblack, Alumna
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off the debt toourred by tthe Stu^ ^^ Qne ^ of £
for the eollege and has worked °f M» WJS A ^^ ^U,CUa"
DRIVE CAREFULLY!
as Secretary in the. Biology De- eion of the history, ritual and gendent Union Building P«>m fig- QJ
„,
^
ice wM€h ,„
partment for the past two years. •«» practices of the society was
ures presented we find that $17.000..to 12 m H0wPver thev then sell
is owed for 1960. $17,000 for 1961
^-»>- However, they men sen
Ihe is a member of Collegiate t^^^^Sli^^rTX^or
bU r
P
and
$10,000
for
1962.
Nothing
could
(Continued on Page Five)
Pentacle and- Kappa Delta Pi, ™*£ ^"^ T &c Tnl L^
Home Ec. aub and Photo Club. K™«^™uw "£ w,?TiJK
She attended the Aiherican Home Harmon, president of Nu Chapter,
Economics Assoc. meetings in '£■„„„,,„,» fho A' _ '--fi,..*,^
Philadelphia to 1958. Milwaukee in .. f f^SSL %ZJSZZ <?%££»
1959
andVill
Denver
June mapter
^^weTe
of 1960.
She go
hasto also
beenin asked
were Seises^tS?
hostesses at a toa
tea.
to participate in the Golden Whiter*IVCM
rnMrcDT
house Conference on Children and
. vAJlNOfcK I OlVtlN
Youth in April, 1960. This past
The first concert by the Eastern
summer Elinor was cook and die- Symphony Orchestra will be pretician at Camp Solitude, Lake Pla- sented Wednesday, November 18,
cid, New York. She is a senior in the Hiram Brock Auditorium,
this year and hopes to do graduate at 8 o'clock.
work in foods and nutrition.
The* orchestra's conductor. Dr.
While attending Bourbon County Robert Oppelt, of the music faculHigh School Betty -yf&a active In ty reports that the orchestra has
FHA, holding chapter, district and been improving steadily and this
state offices and representing the year is the finest and also the
state as a candidate for National largest in some years,
office. Now a junior here at EastThe program ranges from music
ern, Betty is vice president of our by the 17th century master, Samlocal Home Ec. Club and is a uel Scheldt, to the Spanish idiom
member of the Alumni Cwens, of Albeniz.
• */ .
Milestone staff, YWCA and SNEA.
Susan Hammer, aenior music
She was a delegate this past June major from Louisville, will be preto the meeting of the National sented as soloist io the Romance
Home Economics Assoc. meeting In F for viplto- an^ orchestra,.by_
held in Milwaukee, Wis. Betty is Beethoven. Also on the-program:
CONCERT WEDNESDAY NIGHT—The Eastern State College symphony under the direction4 of
head desk girl at Sullivan Hall 1st movement of Beethoven's
Robert Oppelt will present its first concert of the season in Hiram Brock Auditorium at 8 p. m.
where she has worked for the Symphony No. 5; Couperin-MllWednesday.
oaat two and one half years.
baud. Overture A Allegro.
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BEHIND
THE PODIUM

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS"

Jean Patterson and Sandy Wilhoite

Socrates, when on trial, protested, "As little foundation is
«ff TvDist
Maxine,1 Watts there for the report that I am a
Ger
teacher, and take money; that is
rculation Manager
»
Svde Pack no more true than the other. Alrt Editor
fflw^SS though, if a man is able to teach,
Mr M unt
acuity Sponsor
- °
? I honor him for being paid." How
ews Staff: Dottie Azbill, David Adama, Sally Sullivan, Stan Brad- strange it seems in today's soirrv, Rita. Jones, Doris Yaden, Nancy Turner, Virginia Royse, ciety that a man should have had
to defend himself for being a
Brenda Williams
teacher who takes money for his
jatiire Staff: Betty Byrnside, Frank Pearce, Barry Brennen, Elmer services. And yet Columbia seemed
-inks, Alex Alexander, Larry Knarr, Mike McGrath, Chuck Adams, to be doing very well m its efElizabeth Shaw
forts, to keep Van Doren honest,
ports Staff
Gerald Lunsford, Bob Matthews for that young man was making
akeup Staff
W. W. Nesbltt, Elizabeth Shaw $4,000 a year m the olty of Iftew
ntered as Second Class Matter at the Richmond, Kentucky Post York where Irving standards are
ffice.
not the lowest of the nation. Later,
when he was making S50;000 a
year for a five minute performance per day on TV, Columbia
realized his value and paid him
$5,500.
On the Eastern campus, students
are preparing to teach canIn dor troubled world today there are many issues who
not be expected to overlook the
rought to light that we must face as mature individ- disparity in the above contrast.
ak. One of the most important is that of integration, Why prepare to teach a society
pays Mickey Mantle or Elvis
his issue is considered by many too controversial to which
Presley more to entertain It than
xpand upon in a college newspaper, but being a con- it pays an entire high school
to educate It? But for
roversiat issue it should be realized, and your paper is faculty
some reason these students, though
he best instrument to inform the students on it.
aware of the above conditions, have
decided to teach and have accordEveryone i is conscious of the fact that the United ingly begun their training for that
rates Supreme Court passed a law that we must in- profession.
decision can, however, lead
egrate. However, many people find this hard to accept to This
folly. Because the student is
♦r acknowledge. It is not that we do not want to ac- preparing for a position which
him hard work at low pay,
ept integration as a peaceful way of existence, but offers
he should not be expected to exert
nany people who have been brought up in prejudice himself by way of preparation.
and doctors should study
vill always remain prejudiced. This seems to be a ridic- Engineers
because they are well paid for
ulous statement. Let me give you an example, a doing important work. But teach>erson is raised in the strict faith of his church and then ers should be passed if they attend
class whether or not they can inhe government passes a law that states that he must telligently discuss the material
>elong to the state church such as in Russia and many covered by the course. In short,
student is concerned with ber
>»her European nations. This means that we may have the
ing certified as a teacher rather
'o join that church in name, but it dees net mean that than with being well trained. By
he is saying that the
ve will believe the creed of that church. Just because implication
training of minds is less important
he Government passes such a law as integration it than the launching of satellites.
society has refused to
Joes not mean that he have to believe it personally, be- Because
recognize and reward merit, he
cause the majority of us were raised in some prejudice; will get even by neglecting his own
out it does mean that we will not persecute the parties preparation and narrowing the
scope of his intellectual grasp.
nvolved and we will try to tolerate the law.
In such a mood, the prospective
It is our God-given right to question our govern- teacher will do well to consider
statement from Socrates
nent, to question our conscience, and to question the another
to his judges: "Still I have a favor
mores set up by our society. Knowing that we were to ask of them. When my sons
grown up, I would ask you, O
raised in prejudice does not mean that we have to bring are
my friends, to punish them; and
iip future generations to believe in the superiority of I would have you trouble them, as
troubled "you, if they seem
one race, one religion, or one country. Our government Ito have
care about riches, or anything,
does not ask too much of us to at least give this issue more than, about virtue; or if they
on integration a chance and merely to tolerate it until pretend to be something when they
are really nothing—then reprove
our representatives of the future find a greater richness them, as I have reproved you, for,
not caring about that for which
in the integration of the masses.
they ought to care, and thinking
that they are something when they
are really nothing. And if you do
this, I and my sons will have received justice at your hands."
The teacher who gives and acWhy are you here? Do you ready believe that an cepts no mediocre ieffort is justified in expecting society to awaken
education is important to your well-being now and in and fairly recompense such a conthe future? Did you honestly come to Eastern to learn tribution to its^ welfare. But the
teacher must, retain his. profesas much as you could possibly squeexe into four years? sional
poise and competence by
I am of the opinion that we here at Eastern have expecting to be honored for his
rather than sympalost sight of the purposes of college training. If we have achievement
thetically excused from careful
a defined purpose at all, that purpose is to put forth as preparation because of poor pay.
little work and effort as is necessary to "get by." Sit- No matter what he teaches, he
must with professional skill carry
ting through four years of classes is a means to an end- to his students a love of language
that end being a small piece of paper handed to one and literature, of science and
mathematics, of great ideas and
as he makes the final walk across the stage of Brock good books. If he feels no such
Auditorium. Obtaining a diploma has become the goal. love, he should-examine again his
of profession. No amount
We are not concerned with how it is Obtained. The aim choice
of money can make attractive a
of becoming an educated individual is completely lost. life for which the individual feels
no real enthusiasm.
In talking with students the mnieiiuliun goes:

SrvCorZz::

^.J SSS

„ INTEGRATION

VALUES

' "Do you have to lake that and so?"
"Oh, no, I talked the dean out of putting that on
my contract. Boy was that a relief! Yea have to write
a term paper to fwtfHI the nquiranionli of Ike course."
Or:
■Hove you token English 291?"
"Yes. I fino*
r OFF ktst
If we
courses and "gotting oat of"
in LEARNMC, then we are bkndbiq ourselves. We
lost sight of the
for the trees."
distorted foot wo ant euolsie to see the My of our
soning.

We
the purpose for wfrTcti we are here; then perhaps our
eyes will fee opened and we v/WI find it necessary to altar
oar thinking and our behavior.

Club News
Eastern Home Economics Club
was well represented at the Kentucky Home Economics Association held in Lexington on November 6th. A delegation of 23 attended from Eastern.
Betty King wae elected president of the College Club Section
of K. H. E. A. for the coming year
of 1980-1961.
The Freshman Girls of the Home
Economics Club gave a skit at the
club meeting on November 3rd on
the Life of Ellen H. Richards.
On November 17th the club enjoyed a lovely Thanksgiving banquet at Deowe Tavern, Berea, Ky.
Guest speaker of the evening was
Miss Mary Bell Vaughn, State
Advtsor of Future Homemakera of
America.

Fri<

j. COriT CARE MOW 0*D YtfUK ABUMAHSHlP-rS — tfJU'LL
H/*/E ID UBfcKN "TO-Wte YOUR QNH LECTURE NOTES"

"Mommy, why can't I go out and fly my kite like the other kids?"
—Benjamin Franklin, 1713.
The above quotation was taken from the Diary of Anne Franke.
(Or was it Poor Richard's Almanac?) We dedicate this column to
Ripley, the creator of "Believe It or Not." After spending years of
reading his column, we decided that he certainly could have done much
better. Now we will prove it. The "Spice of Life" presents "Believe
It or Else" by Nikita Ripley.
Galileo was the only mate child born on his father's side of the
family in 250 years (except for his brother Charles, who now resides
in Huntington, W. Va.)
Silas Crabtree, a truck farmer in Vigers, Kansas, has been farming
for 31 years and has yet to grow a single truck!
Many of Shakespeare's plays, including "Rime of the Ancient
Mariner", were actually written by Roger Baconfat, a mid-Victorian
ghostwriter.
.
Abdul Methinksmestinks, of Grovers Corners, Persia, once threw
a baseball a total distance of 16 miles. (It seems as though a fill-'
buster had taken place on the floor of the Persian Senate, so the Law
of Gravity had not yet been approved by the legislature.) •
Basil Bituminous, a 26-year-old coal-miner from Pennsylvania,
died in childbirth on Feb. 27, 1957.
Neither nails nor cement was used in the construction of the
exotic temple of Pingpong, Japan. THE ENTIRE BUILDING WAS
HELD TOGETHER BY BEESWAX!! Unfortunately, it collapsed two
days after construction was completed. (Three worshippers and 19
American tourists were killed.)
Rome was NOT built in a day. Due to a failure m.electricity, the
official sun-dial was stopped for a short period. Therefore, the building of Rome actually took 24 hours, 7 minutes, and 16 seconds.
Casper Sneedley, of Cut-and-Shoot, Texas, has the world's worst
inferiority complex. The inferiority of his complex is so great that he
feels his inferiority complex is superior to all other inferiority complexes.
,
,.
..
If an isosceles triangle is dissected into five equal parts, a line
drawn perpendecular to any of these equal parts will probably not be
the same length as a line five times as long as any of the equal parts.
However, if this perpendicular line is drawn the same length as the
others, they will almost always be the same number of inches long.
(These facts were taken from an optical illusion submitted by .Mrs.
Mary Prong, who was last seen riding an umbrella through Houston,
Toxflfi ^
Pliny the Elder died at the ripe old age of four years, six months.
An 86-ton boulder is perched on the very highest peak of Mt.
Everest. "If you don't think this is amazing, then YOU figure out how
in the hell they ever weighed it!!
.

Green's Barber Shop
Backing Eastern 100%
Corner Main & Second

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT IT'S FINEST!
Altering - Suede Cleaning
Pants Pegging
Repairing
Waterproofing
Sizing
We have no agent working. Instead
we give all students a special discount.
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COED CORNER

r

by Betty Byrnside

[more
Icon's
l

Have you ever considered the
reasons for a wallflower's dilemma? If so, you will discover that
it is due to varied mistakes.
First Of all, ask yourself this
question—What is a date? When
this discussion on exactly what is
an ideal date, came up, it was revealed that many girls here on
campus are not having dates, ideal
or otherwise. A surprisingly large
number of coeds sit in the dormitories during the entire week-end
week after week wishing that they
would be asked out.
One wonders, _^'Why should this
happen on a campus where
-?re there
are so many eligible females?'
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Some of the reasons are:
Fear of getting turned down,
Many boys have the mistaken idea
that all girls are booked up for
weeks and weeks in advance. Many
boys sit in their dormitory rooms
thinking that they can not get a
date when really they have not
even tried.
Some boys are too bashful or
shy. These persons must realize
that pride is not everything and
that a girl does not always turn
the boy down.
Other boys have too much pride
because they think all coeds are
gold-diggers, Definitely this is not
true.
Most girls would just as soon play
ping-pong, watch television, go to
a ball game, go to the plays, or
even take a walk. If the girl is
really worth dating, she will not
measure her date by the money
he spends on her.
Some boys have standards too
high for a date to meet by es-

Tom% Boy Cords

Who wants
your
Portrait?

.

EVERYBODY WANTS A
PORTRAITOFSOMEONE

\
Dad, for instance, wants a
portrait of his family for
his desk.
Mom wants a picture of
Dad, of the family, of the
children as they grow. *
And of course Jack wants
a picture of Jill, and Jill
wants a picture of Jack.

stop in for your
Portrait... SOON

STAMPER'S
STUDIO
PHONE 39

A new form fitting
hip hugging design
by Thermo-Jac
at

Elizabeth's

pecially putting too much . emphasis on looks. If a boy has a
blind date, usually his first question is, "What does she look like?"
Even if the boy is not a Rock
Hudson or a James Dean, he thinks
the girl should be a "knockout".
One reason some girls turn down
dates is that the boy considers his
intelligence to be surpassed by no
one.
Actually these reasons are general criticiSms but sometimes religion, social prestige, and otherfactors are involved,
Tne dating problem can be solved
only through the boys' initiative.
Boys, why don't you give it a try.

Chuck Adams ftuil Elizabeth Shaw
BROADWAY COMES TO
EASTERN
The Alpha Psi Omega National
Honorary
Dramatic
Fraternity
brought Broadway to Eastern on
November 19 when they sponsoned
the Pioneer Playhouse's Bell, Book
and Candle. The play written by
John Van Druten, was presented by
professional actors from the New
York stage community theaters.
The Pioneer Playhouse has its summer headquarters in Danville. Kentucky, and tours this state during
the fall.
. Alpha Psi Omega is one of the
few honor societies On campus. It,
is composed of members of the
Little Theater Club who have ean\ed fifty additional work points and
are classified as either juniors or.
seniors. The president of the organization is Rita Mills; the members are Ralph Mills, Karl Weddle, Al Alsip, John Boone, Larry
Stanley, Mary Margaret Lewis, Bill
Farthing, Ned Lyons, Joan Bilbro,
Jean Patterson, Dan Henderson.
The sponsor of the organization is
Mr. Gerald Honaker, who also
sponsors L.T.C.
Alpha Psi sponsored the float
in the homecoming parade on
which the Homecoming Queen,
Mary Ellen Willis, rode.
The first series of one-act plays
Ralph and Rita at the tryouta again.
will be presented around' the first
of December. We will let you
Pearce's Portraits salutes Ralph and Rita Mills of the Little$
know the definite date in the near Theater Club and Alpha Psi Omega. Ralph is president of LTC, and j
future.
Rita is president of Alpha Psi.
Girils! Watch for the signs an'
Little needs to be said for LTC; it "speaks for itself. Under the
nouncing the try-outs for The sponsorship and direction of Mr. Gerald Honaker, LTC has presented
House of Bernada Alba. The play Easternites with a quality of drama which few of them have ever had
has nineteen female parts, so be a chance to see before. The most recent production of LTC was "Bus '
sure to come.
Stop", a comedy. The upcoming production is to be "The House ofc See you at the plays!
Bernardo Alba" by Lorca, a more serious drama. Variety is the spice
of Eastern drama.
Alpha Psi is a fraternity for students interested in drama and
play production. Miss Mary Ellen Willis, Eastern's Homecoming Queen, .
FACULTY FACTS
for 1959, was sponsored by Alpha Psi. On November 19, Alpha Psi is 1
Leonard Woolum, R. E. Jaggers, bringing to the Eastern stage 'Bell, Book, and Candle" from Pioneer i
Henry Martin, and D. J. Carty at- Playhouse in Danville.
tended a C.K.B.A. workshop in
Both Ralph and Rita are often seen in LTC productions. Besides
"Bus Stop," they have appeared in "The Solid Gold Cadillac," t'bon '
Juan in Hell," and "Winterset." Ralph has also been seen in "Stalig
17," "Carousel," and "The Loud Red Patrick." He played Neil Simms
in "Wilderness Road" at Berea one summer, and has done work at
Will-o-way Playhouse in Michigan. Rita has done stock in New Hampshire, Nevada, and Michigan.
Drama is the life and hobby of the Mills. Rita met Ralph in
Michigan where they were working in a play together. Though they
say they plan to teach English, one imagines the lure of the footlights
will keep these two dyed-in-the-wool actors on stage for a long time.
A tip of Pearce's play-going hat to Ralph and Rita Mills of the |
Little Theater Club and Alpha Psi.

PAtfTIE GIRDLE WITH A
NEW FREEDOM FEELING

M/<m^al^m^j
| Exclusive Stay There fabric
Unique Stay There elastic knit sides
and bade provide superb control yet
allow complete freedom of movement.
Satin Lastex* front panel flattens
tummy.
•-«•'

Freedom features
Stay There top band gently snugs
waist; free-action leg bands eliminate
hosiery strain; crochet-knitted crotch
will not bind, cut or ride-up.

Freedom fit

5.95

The
SMART SHOP
N. Second St.
Phone 943
College or Career

*■'

By FRANK PEARCE

By Cluck & Liz

Pan tie Girdle No. 7 7
\t

Pearce's Portraits

SHOW TALK

The firm persuasion of this style makes
it a must in wry wardrobe. Machine
washable. In red, black, white and
pastels. S, M, L.
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"THE COLONEL DRIVE-IN"
INC.
Big Hill Avenue, Richmond, Ken+udcy
FEATURING SMALL FRY PIZZA
6-INCH PIZZA — 25c and Up

EVERY TUESDAY

S

(

SPECIAL!
COLONEL KY. FRIED CHICKEN
GRAVY and HOT ROLLS ,

79c
Owned and Operated by
LEWIS W. BROADUS and TONY S1DERIS

o
^
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KNOW YOUR TEAM!

■

by Gerald Lunsford
Eastern's freshman basketball team returns to from Franklin County, and 6-2 forward Don Lane
the hardwood December 4 for a seventeen-game sched- from Madison-Model High here in Richmond. Roundule after being inactive last year. Head freshman ing out the squad will be Harold Boone, Georgetown,
coach is Jim Baechtold, Eastern graduate of 1952. Ohio; James Hundley from Sardinia, Ohio; Charles
After playing professionally for five years with Balti- Jett, Winchester, and Joe Lakes from Brookville,
more and New York, Baechtold is now in his third Indiana.
season here at Eastern as freshman coach. Assisting
On the sixteenth of December the "E" Club will
him will be John Ratliffe, who played for Newport help sponsor a single game with Transylvania's "B"
Public High School from 1954 to 1958.
team.
.,.«-'. ,_
The starting five should run something like this.
Admission to the games, which start at 6:00, is by
Out front, there is 6-2 Jerry Parker from Taylor I. D. carl. Let's all get out and support the Baby
County High. He is an outstanding floor man and a Maroon3 and cheer them on to a very successful
good team player. His running mate will probably season.
;
be 6-1 Paul Sturgill from Livingston. Baechtold calls
SCHEDULE
Paul one of the finest shots he has ever seen. Ronnie Dec. 4—Lexington Christian Bible College
Away
Pickett or Jim Defforest will be at pivot. The 6-7 Dec. 10—Cumberland
_
Away
Pickett, who underwent a cartilage operation on his Dec. 12—Lees Junior College
Home
knee during the summer, is from Frankfort; recovery Dec. 14—Lindsey Wilson
at Somerset
from the operation has been slow, but he should be Jan. 9—Sue Bennett
Home
ready to play by the time the season starts. Def- Jan. 18— Tennessee Frosh......
Home
forest, described as a demon on the boards, is 6-4 Jan. 25-^Campbellsville
Away
and lives in Albany. At forward is Jim Werk and Jan. 30—Cumberland
Home
Russ Mueller. Jim is from Camden, Ohio, and is 6-5. Feb. 1—Sue Bennett
Away
He was an Ohio all-stater and an All-American high Feb. 5—Lees Junior
..Away
school player. Mueller, another 6-5 boy, is from Feb. 8—Tennessee Frosh
Away
Erlanger. Challenging these boys for starting jobs Feb. 11—Campbellsville
Home
are 6-4 forward Jimmy Brown from Beaver Dam, Feb. 13—Morehead Frosh
Away
6-1 guard Fred Frye from Monticello, 6-1 guard Billy Feb. 15—Transylvania "B"
Away
Parrent from Frankfort, 6-2 forward Leon SchraderMar. 3—Lindsey Wilson
Home
FB. Bob Jarus—Purdue
With the 12-7 victory over Morereceiving with five and four comCoach of the Year—Wally Butts
head, Eastern averted their worst pletions and these accounted for
—Georgia
season since 1936, secured fifth & of the passing yardage.
Lineman of the Year — Zeke
place in the Conference, and conIncavido, Brinegar and Gene
cluded the season on a pleasant Blackwelder have divided the punt- Smith—Auburn
Back of the Year—Richie Lucas
note.
ing duties with a team average of
he would like to teach.
Frank Asbury
—Penn. State
Even though the Maroons fin- 31.1 yards.
Meet Franx. He's single and a
This 6 foot, 190 pouna, all-around
ished with an unimpressive, three i Layman, Brinegar, Goedde, Inbeachcomber from way back. player was moved from guard post
wins and six lost record, the Fresh- caviuo leads in the kick-off reBeachcombing isn't his future, but to end last Spring; and it had no
man studded team made some turns and Goedde leads in punt re- Intramural Championship
it is his hobby. Frank's future be- effect on his ability to be a good,
good records in the conference turn yardage.
Set
gins next year as a secondary crisp blocker, and an outstanding
competition. Gilly Layman was
'the scoring for the Maroons
teacher
in English and or Geogra- defensive player. This season he
fourth in the individual rushing were: Elvin Brinegar 18, Shannon
Intramural touchfootball swings
leaders. He gained 430 yards in Johnson 18, Hade Durbin 12, Joe into its championship round of phy. He says he would like a caught one pass for a gain of 17
sideline. What sideline? He did- yard's. Frank was all-state end in
97 carries for a 4.4 average for Uraybeal 9, BUI Goedde 6, Sameach. The fourth in individual my Incavido 6, Tony Lanham 2, elimination, being played on the n't say. Frank is from Jenkins high school and is one of the betrushing leader also puts Layman David Hatfield 1, and the team 2 football practice field. The added and most of us recognize him on ter ends in the Ohio Valley Conseventh in individual total offense. points, lor a total of 79.
width of the field has loosened the the field as number 80. He will ference. Jie is active on Eastern's
Quarterback Tony Lanham is thir- Whe"h 'you look over the statistics offensive team's'play and has al- probably wind up in Europe or campus in the Oaks and the E
teenth and Shannon Johnson was you will see the Freshmen have lowed for a much more wide-open South Africa, since that is where Club. Good Luck^Frank.
twentieth in the same category. played a valuable role in the grand of competition. Such scores
Lanham was fifth in individual for- team's performance. Elvin Brine- as: the Rats 13, Harlan County
ward passing. Lanham's 15 com- gar,
Leslie Howard, Bill Goedde, 12; the Chinese Bandits 25, the
pletions were good for 228 yards tlob Goes, Richard Wallace, Ken- -Showmen 0; the Dirty Dozen 19,
and 1 touchdown.
, neth Goodhew, Tom Sharp, Gene the Jar Heads 0; and the Ferocious
One interesting observation was Blackwelder and Wayne Conley Few 13, the Little Cats 8, have
the excellent defensive play. The have done an outstanding job as been an indication of the fast and .
opponents scored 103 points in the freshmen. Many of these saw furious action displayed in the
nine contests. It was especially mucn action. They were an in- excellent intramural program.
evident in the Louisville game, valuable group toward the team's
The championship game is set
(14 to 7, Louisville), the Middle success, even though they were for Monday, November 23, proTennessee game (14 to 6, Mid- question marks prior to the sea- vided the weather between now and"
dle Tennessee) and the Tennessee son's play.
then remains satisfactory.
Tech encounter (14 to 10, Tennessee
Who's going to win ? Well, just
Now with the football season
Tech). The Maroons are running nearly over, the experts are be- come over and see for yourself.
second only to conference conten- ginning to IOOK around seriously
der and undefeated Middle Ten- lor their All American selections.
nessee.
* I know that there are many play- EASTERN TEAM VICTORS
Offensively the Eastern Maroons ers who sometimes don't receive OVER BEREA FIVE
have made 1675 yards for eight the All American Status, who deThe W.R.A hockey team defeatgames, which is an average of 209 serve it, but that's unavoidable. ed Berea's team with a 4-1 deyards a game. All but about 300 It's a most difficult job to even cision. Eastern goals were scored
yards were picked up by rushing. limit the selections to just eleven by Margie Hill, Sylvia Tracy, Pat
Gilly Layman has gained over 1-3 men. Yet, popular or not, these Brown and Judy Leete.
of the total rushing offense. The are my selections of the 1959 AllThe game was a close contest
other individual leaders are: Shan- American Team as the conclusion
until
the last fifteen minutes. Then
non Johnson with a 3.6 average, of the football season:
Eastern took complete control of
Billy Goedde with a 3.0 average,
the ball and scored three goals
E. Don Norton—Iowa
Hade Durbin with a 3.5 average,
for a final score of 4-1.
E. Leo Cardileone—Clemson
Sammy Incavido with a 3.4 averThese senior girls played their
G. Jerry Stalcup—Wisconsin
age, Tony Lanham with a 3.6 avlast hockey game for Eastern:
C. Max Fugler—L.S.U.
erage, Elvin Brinegar with a 4.6
Sylvia Tracy, Judy Leete, Pat
G. Zeke Smith—Auburn
average and Joe Young with a 3.1
Brown, Pat Boyd, Jeanie Liskey,
T. Don Floyd Tex. Chris. U.
average. Lanham and Brinegar
Barbara Leach, Peggy Oswald,
E. Jim Leo—Cincinnati
lead the passing attack and comGenny Green, June Cruse, Carol
OB. Richie Lucls—Penn. State
piled 286 yards in the aerial atSpurlock. Debbie Bell, Mary Kaptack. Gilly Layman, Hade Dur- HB. Billy Cannon—L.S.U.
pas and Connie Warren.
HB. Bob Anderson—Army
bin, and Bill Goedde led the pass
Frank's feeling about Middle TenShannon Johnson
Now meet Shannon. He's a nessee being Eastern's toughest
opponents this season- losing by a
junior from Irvine, 5 foot, 10 inch- score of 6-14.
es, and 180 pounds. Johnson sufShannon is active on Eastern's
fered an injury at the beginning campus in E Club, ROTC; and his
of the season which gave him a majors are P.E. and Commerce.
late start. Then, when he did After he finishes here he has anstart, he really made up the dif- other institution to enter. This
ference. He was among the top one is supported by the Federal
individual rushers with a net gain Government. Then, he will coach
of, 275 yards for 76 times. He some high school team in Kenscored 3 of the 9 TD's for the sea- tucky and no longer have a fiance
son and received 3 passes for a —but a wife. His teaching will be
gain of 35 yards. Shannon re- mingled with a little fishing and
turned 4 kickoffs which averaged a little hunting. Good Luck, Shan11.5 yards a runback. He shares non.
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PROGRESS PICKS 'EM
Try your skill
%.

Frank Khnmel is pictured above aboht to bobble a pass which would have won the game for his team.

Wisconsin over Minnesota
Western Kentucky over Murray
Texas over Texas A. & M
Dartmouth, over Princeton
Army over Navy
"...*.
Purdue over Indiana
Northwestern- over Illinois
Ohio State over Michigan
,
Iowa over Notre Dame
Louisiana State U. over Tulane
Oklahoma over^Oklahoma State
»
Middle Tennessee over Tennessee^ Tech
Boston College over Holy Cross...'
Rice over Baj'lor
,
Mississippi over Mississippi State
Duke over North Carolina
Auburn over Alabama
Tennessee over Kentucky
Texas Christian U. over Southern Methodist.
Georgia over Georgia Tech
Results: 38 out of 49—77.6% .

>
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The tennis tournament sponsored
by W.R.A. was ended Friday, October 30, when Norm a V in son, a
sophomore from Wayne, Michigan,
defeated Virginia Green, a senior
transfer from Berea and whose
home town is PineviUe, Ky. The
winner Norma, and runnerup Virginia, will be given awards in the
near future.
The W.R.A. girls are looking
forward to an enjoyable time in the
soccer intramurals now under way
during the regular W.R.A. time.
The girls were divided equally
into two teams, Barb's Brats witn
Barbara Leach as captain and
Patty's Punters with Patty Boyd
as captain.
The members of Barb's Brats
are Barbara Leach, Easter Wilkerson, Judy Burks, Sue Marcum,
Fran Stock, Sharon Musen, June
Smith, Linda Bell, Geri Dowd, Sylvia Tracy, Marjorie Hill, Bonnie
Kemper, Peg Oswald, Jeanie Liskey, Pat Jones, Debbie Bell, Mary
Kappas, Diane Williamson, Pat
Cathers and Gail Baldock.
The members of Patty's Punters
are: Patty Boyd, Janette Webb,
Barbara Sammons, Norma Vinson, Joyce McKechnie, Myrna
Young, Helen Joan Twehues, Harriet Jorris, Judy Leete, June
Cruz, Elaine Kober, Connie Warren, Jo Ferguson, Carol Spurlock,
WierwiUe, Gardner, Redmond, Upchurch, Colt
Genny Green, Linda Spalding, Left to right: Brandenburg, White, Parks, ™«^J?^**5*^JgffBb tSSS*
Sheila Gilreath, Joyce Jones, Rose
Marie Plunrmer and Gerry Ostory gave Eastern a 2-4 slate in a tradition, decided that an old
borne.
goal established a school record
O.V.C.
action and insured them of hog rifle from the hills of Eastern
and prehaps a conference mark.
at least a fifth place finish.
Kentucky would be symbolic of the
Eastern tried desparately to
MAROONS SCARE
The victory also enabled' Eastern area which both Morehead and
hang on to the lead throughout
O. V. C. LEADERS
to retain posession of the tradi- Eastern served. In all. Eastern has
the second half and did so until
tional "Old tiawg KHie" for the kept posession of the rifle thirteen
By BOB MATTHEWS
the warning moments before
tenth straight year. The last time times while the Eagles have won
Eastern through a big scare in- Tech's final marker. The win was
The Maroons closed out their Morehead has seen the old rifle in it seven times. The overall Eastto league-leading Tennessee Tech Tech's fifth in O.V.C. play in as
1950
football season with a 12-7 their trophy case was way back in ern-Morehead series stands at 21
before bowing 14-10 Saturday many starts and the loss left Eastnight, November 7, at Cookville, ern at 1-4 in loop* action with only comeback victory over Morehead's 1949. The rifle came into existence wins for Eastern, 7 for Morehead,
Tennessee. It took a 23-yard scor- Morehead remaining on the scn- Eagles Saturday afternoon, Nov- in 1936 when the Morehead Cam- and 3 ties.
ember 14, at Morehead. The vic- pus Club, feeling a need for sucn
ing pass with only a minute and edule.
22 seconds remaining to beat the —
visiting Maroons.
Eastern coach Glenn Presnell (
said, *he felt the boys played their
hearts out in giving an all-out erfOrt, despite the last minute fatal
..- pass. WAV made jour-mistakes,, but
•
they were honest ones, and a coacn
12' IP VINYL
tan have no complaints when the
RCA Custom
//
boys ulay the way they did.'.'
Record
The Maroons found themselves
up against the top passer in the
O.V.C. in Tech's Gordon Mason.
And for ttie second straight week
\
the pass defense was sharp, as
they held the lanky quarterback •
to just two completions in 12 attempts. He wa» shut out for his
first eight tosses and had his first
.i-""1
three intercepted. The week before
>~1~~against Western, the Hilltopper's
•.•<
noted passing attack was limited
i one completion for minus yaraA USTtNIHG
•e*».
•<:*'
MAN'S RECORD
.he host Golden Eagles wasted
(A UiHmmg WMM'I
lltord, loo)—
no time in lighting up the scoreboard. With the game just getting
brought to you
'underway, Tech halfback, w. J.
exclusively
, Shumaker, broke loose for an exby VICEROY—th«
*jT#osive 80 yard touchdown jaunt.
Cigarette with A
The conversion was good and the
THINKING MAN'S
. score was quickly 7-0.
RITE*... A SMOKING
The Maroons couldn't muster a
MAN'S TASTfl
" icore until the first half was practically over, but they struck for
ten big points in the last minute.
Junior halfback Shannon Johnson
climaxed an Eastern drive by
plunging over from the two yard
line. Joe Graybeal's successful
placement tied it at 7-7. The suddenly startled Tennessean's prt»ON A SPECIALLY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD
10 GREAT JAZZ NUMBERS
ceeded to fumble the ensuing kickoff and moments later Eastern had
Martians' Lullaby
March Of The Toys
another score, as Graybeal boomed
Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists
a 43-yard field goal through the
Royal Garden Blues
Just A Mood
—winners in a national popularity survey of American
uprights to give the Maroons a
Shin* On Harvest Moon
10-7 halftime lead. The long field
College and University Students! Yours at a special

Estepp, Gardner
Help Smoothen
ESC's Cage Game

tJust &e/ease(//6r

■

^

\^^^^^/oA/\CE
ROY
1

■

W^Mx^^m

'
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CIGARETTES!

The Greatest Jazz
Album in Years!

Campus

Fesffvd

LOOK

V

U

Erroll's Bounc*
St. James Infirmary
Ciribiribin
Tin Roof Blues
When The Saints'Go Marching In

This Is Your Bookstore.

low price—with the compliments of VICEROY—the
cigarette that gives you the best filtering of all for
full rich taste. "A Thinking Man's Filter . ..
A Smoking Man's Taste."

(Continued From Page One)
the book for $5.60 A SECOND
TIME. According to a bookstore
employee this is done because it
is too time consuming to screen
prices on the third exchange. This
situation will continue .until the
book becomes obselete or the
course is dropped from the curriculum. At this point in the development of the prices on this
book the bookstore has realized a
profit of $6.00 or 165 per cent profit on only three exchanges. This
seems to deviate mildly on the 20
per cent profit on the sale of a
book, as 3 times 20 is 60.
However, if the statute is being
violated or if the profits of the
bookstore are being used purely as
a business investment, students
should demand a cut in bookstore
prices. If our interpretation of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes and
facts presented here is erroneous,
we will welcome any refutation or
information bearing light on this
subject; Furtherr if we receive
none we will assume these facts
are correct.

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE
ARTISTS
Benny Goodman Louis Armstrong
Erroll Garner
Shorty Rogers
Duke Ellington
Jonah Jones
Rod
Norvo i
Ben Webster
Buck Clayton
Bob Scoboy
Vic Dickenson
Rex Stewart
Dukes of Dixieland

%

y6(/f$ far On//
and 2 empty packages of VICEROY Cigarettes
. —,

,o^

^™ %»
O !»•>». Brown * Wlillamsss TOsrw Cw. I
■

— —HI

MOWN S WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
Rox 355
Louitville 1, Kentucky

Please tend me postpaid
record (a) of the Special VICEROY
CAMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enclosed is $1.00 (no stamps,
please) and 2 empty Viceroy packages for each record ordered.
Name
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Self \
Actualization

Friday. November 20. 1959

On Bacon's 'Of Studies'

Following are. 15 characteristics
of self-actualizing persons taken
from Abraham Maslow's book
MOTIVATION AND PERSONALITY.

(The following article represents an attempt to expand and more
or less modernize some of the ideas presented in Francis Bacon's
essay, "Of Studies.")
One of the formulas for success, happiness and wisdom is the
ecquisition of knowledge. Bacon has certainly pointed out one of the
essentials needed to perfect mankind. Through this formula, one can
elevate himself to a better and more enjoyable life. This can only be
accomplished with knowledge through studies.

1.

They are realistically orienThe application of the mind to the simple man admires studies;
books, arts, or any other subject the wise man USES studies. A
2. They accept themselves, oth- is delightful, desirable,, and neces- cunning man (politician) will scorn
er people, and the natural world sary. Although there .is a declina- studies when he believes that the
for what they are.
tion in good reading (contem- same results can be gained by an
3 They have a irreat deal of P0"""?* there are still many who exchange of favors. This scorning
spontaneity
continue to tap tnis reservoir of of studies is the ride rather thafrv
4. -They are problem-centered unlimited enjoyment. In this mod- the exception. The truly simple
ern age witn more
rather than self-centered
'
leisure time man. can do nothing but admire.
5. They have an air of detacher than ever, it is shameful to note As for the wise man..he is the
M a
t,me ,s
ment and a need for orivacv
'spent ,n only one who makes practical use
the p
Uit
f knowI d e
6. They art autonomous and inT
°
;? S - Unless of studies. First you must HAVE
dependent
f
interests are recreated, studies may the knowledge, then you must
T. Their Appreciation of people ^"H*"'0 VVW 'T" *** K, * APPLY the knowled^eand things "s fresh rather than EgS"* ? Qthis happens, /ele,
^
.
stereotyped.
jg£ mi,st accePl much of «»e Eastern Student
8. Most of them have had pro'
DIcru««inn Groun
found mystical or spiritual experiOnly knowledge can enable one ^'s^ussion «roup
ences although not necessarily re- to communicate in thought, speech,
<rne f;rst meeting of the Eastern
ligious in character.
or writing in an orderly fashion, student Discussion Group was held
9. They identify with mankind. This desirable trait must be. placed m tno Little Theater October 28 to
10. Their intimate relationships in high standing and should be organize the group and elect offiwit ha few specially loved people exercised every day. The mind, cers. The pui.p0se of the Discustend to be profound and deeply "ke water-can become stagnant.
8ion body is to encourage thought
emotional rather than, superficial.
Also true is the necessity of and tne abmt to eJCpre8S oneself
11. Their value and attitudes having the experience gained in in tne student body
are democratic.
studies to conduct one's business
Joe Scrivner wa's elected chair.
12. They do not confuse means a«a'rs- SurelJ «» who has a man; the vice-chairman is William
with ends.
great command of knowledge will ..Briar„ Clark; Btnel Brown is
13. Their sense of humor is have a greater ingenuity for busi- the seCretary; Kenneth Carter is
philosophical rather than hostile, ness than one with less informa- the treasurer: and Mike Gassaway
14. They have a great fund of tlon- This certainly has been
elected Dorter
The Discuscreativeness.
Proven by the events of the past, *** 2£*ZL£™L^*J*g?Z:
}5. They resist conformity to All great men have proven the £°a S3n?"omnfittee cSSsed
taled

:!

•i culture.

Read For Pleasure
PROMISING PLAYERS — Eastern Kentucky Coach Paul McBrayer, center, will rely heavily upon the Ohio Vally Conference's
two top reserves last season, Bruce Springate, left, senior from
Sinai, Ky., and Roland Wierwille, junior from Cincinnati. Both
were instrumental in the Maroons' conquest of the conference
and both may be in line for starting berths this season. The
Maroons open on Dec. 5 with Miami of Ohio at Richmond.
—ESC Photo

Importance Of Money¥ Management
Since all good things in life are
really not free, In our monetary
economy money is needed to purchase most of the things we want.
An important characteristic of
human wants is that they are unlimited, that is, they can not be
satisfied in their entirety. On the
other hand, most of us have a limited supply of money with whicn
to make purchases. I doubt that
college students are an exception.
In view of this situation, the individual's economic problem is to
allocate limited purchasing power
to unlimited wants in a way that
he will realize the greatest satisfaction from the use of his money.
At the present stage of tne Development of the arts and sciences, there are any numoer of
things, both material and nonmaterial, for which we may spenu
our. money. Getting the maximum
satisfaction from the use of money
cannot be reasonably assured unless we develop carefully planned
spending practices.
If it were possible to measure
By RICHARD (1IRISMAX
satisfaction in quantitative terms,
Commerce Department
it would be a simple matter to buy
those things that would bring us very large majority of the cases,
the greatest enjoyment. But since it has been made financially poswe have to depend on our judge- sible for you to attend college bement
(not
mathematics)
in cause others, usually parents, have
making our choices, we should be made and are making many sacriexceedingly careful and thoughtful fices in so far as spending money
in our spending in order to appro- on themselves is concerned.
ach anything like getting our
In a way the money that you remoney's worth.
ceive from your parents or others
Most of the 3 million young men while you are in college is held by
and women in the colleges and you as a trustee who has the duty
universities in this country live of using it in a manner that^vill
away from home in boarding result in the realization of greater
houses, fraternities, or dormi- satifaction than would nave Deen
tories. Living at home is not free realized had the parents or others
by any means — our food, cloth- spent the money on something else
ing, and other essentials of life it seems is a "must" for every colwill cost money whether we are at lege student.
.
home or somewhere else. However,
As
a
college
student,
you have
these same necessities are much the same reasons for planning
exmore expensive if purchased away penditures as do families and other
from home. In addition to the ex- individuals.
planning
penditures for food, clothing, ana might be even Careful
more imperative in
shelter, the college student needs your case because
of the narrow
money to pay for tuition, fees,
on which you operate.
books, supplies, club dues, trans- margin
The matter of planning expendiportation, laundry, cleaning, press- tures
is sometimes referred to as.
ing, medical and dental care, toilet budgeting.
articles, barber and beauty shop
chief purpose of any budget
work, magazines, newspapers, is The
to
manage
money in order that
movies, dances, theater, telephone the greatest degree
satisfaction
calls, telegrams, postage, gifts, do- can be received for of
its
use.
nations, tobacco, beverages and
In
budgeting,
we
learn
to put
snacks, taxes, insurance, gas, on, first things first. We learn
to
auto repairs, and many other choose from among many items
items.
those things that we need most,
All of _
must be paid and forgo the purchase of things
for win money
some source.' that will bring us the least enA f ew studeats
and earn all joyment Thus, we allocate our
of Mr MM
■fern a por- money to unlimited wants in a
tion of it by
. part time. way that we are most likely to exHowever, I
■ay that in a

in
sm&ffuusr**
£ ffl^KSFS
On the other hand one must not " *
°
f*
^ P- ■
ead

f

a

dlscl

on

U

tg$Erttt!'P'jfcX g* C^rfflSJT Si£

teresting, new, and exciting for
all of us.
Each week some of the better
books are suggested to use^through
6
ra
6
^
I^K* SF
tin £l°l(
boards P°^t
in the lobby
of the
library and in the reference room,
In accordance with American
Education Week several books cov-

tends to lower the inclination to
action. Some people spend too
rv,„nh
0„. «,—#..~
much H™.
time un»,ot,,*
with studies;
therefore
they »*|ect their personal and
w^i forget
fnrJif Maneed
h,. «o £ KB
7"^
well
to maintain
a good physical condition. One
may also tend to judge all matters
philosophically. To be philosophical

on NovemThi' ^CQ^ meetin2tJOZ, ^ ?
12 V- g " N°vem"
ter 17 had as the discussion topic,
"Should America Conform in its
m^^Tm^^l^xZ 5
J
Russian
Advances?" The subject
(or g next di8CU88ion wiU be,
..How to Obtain and MnintAin
p^i £ the aSLre^ia »
M
Richard G Chriaman «»on-

were: How to Understand and
Teach Teenagers, T.V. and Our
School Crisis, by Charles G. Siepman, and College Training by Television, published by the American
Council on Education. One of the
best is a book by John Keats,
Schools Without Scholars.
If you enjoy a good biography or
human interest story, take a look
at the books on the stand just
inside the entrance to the reference room. ThflM bookfe are about
the followers of the "American
Dream." They are stories of men
and women who have reached suecess in America because of the
freedoms exercised here.
Take a look at these two bulletin boards each week and discover what .ondrous jewel, our
library possesses.

Knowledge is useful in xecogsizing the difference between important matters and petty matters.
One must be discriminating while
reading newspapers. In this age
ot propaganda It is most important
to consider the SOURCE before
forming opinions. So many of our
problems concerning local affairs
(prejudices) and international unre
st could be clarified if we would
open "our" eye* (and minif^d
use them to observe the other
Party's interests, instead of fixing'
our. sight on nothing but our own.
TWa. of course, can be carried to
extremes. It is important to re-,
member that an open mind, like
an open window, should have a
screenjn it to keep out unwanted

SHS>w All St Ts necessarv
f™ ^SSer^iL h? an abuitv to
SudTti^roWems Scussed and
SedeSre ?oleS? *8CUSSed and
Th meetings
meetir
The
are held in the Little Theater
everv two
two wee
Ue
rneater
Pheater every
weeks.
ev«ry two
weeks.

ers wer di

*1

e; but
* ^ed- „Am°n!,them, there
TJrTll
T^n\f?»T
«■ °f who
^ i*o^SE
is reality
to be faced.
anvone
interested to£
inin

BENCHES BEAUTIFY
CAMPUS
Undoubtedly, many of the
*»«m
rl..Aar.lr .. Pac+om'c c
STUOenTS on casTern S «mpus have noticed as well as
iaUn «rlw«n+««*» n4 +k»
Tanen aavanToge «T Tne
new benches placed in var■nnc lr>r«+inn< flhout the
ioui wcaiwnj auvui
M »
campus. It you haven t,
look for them in the ravine.
.
,
, .i
J..,:*,;.*...
in front OT tne aaministration building, and in COnwQ„;Q„+ n|,.oc ......J xLvenient places arouna Tne
campus. These benches
w«r Annn+eA to the Eastnrn
wer aonorwa TO me casxem
Campus and Students by
the qraduatinq class of
IOCO
I
I L
■ L
I TOT and placed By tne
Student Council. Be Sure to
4->LA ,Ju,„*,n» -|iL.t.
Tano aavaruage OT T n e s e
benches, they re here for
unil. J-«,„,«
your pisasurc.
perience the gieatest satisfaction.
What you really want your
money to do depends to a large
extent on what you want out ot
life. In fact, the way you spend
your money wUl determine to a
great degree the type of person
you become. There is a direct relationship between wise spending,
and total personality development.
Know why you want, what you
want, and know what you can afford to purchase. Another way of
putting It is: 'Tell your money
where It is to go Instead of permitting it to tell you where it
went."

Peabody President
In observance with American
^Vhf S
-Ef^i
S\looa' ch/pter j
1
1
g*» J. "?*" «•**•*., and Kappa j
ZSS^IXTTSLZ T y m0r*""
f*™^*™*? „ ? £
",'
'■fe.gggfoE^?*&**&
gg****- „Gue9t 9peaker„for„t.hf
££"£" ^P'J^"j^ "\ Sf
President of George Peabody Col*g X^?^^^^ \

Reading informs man of worldly Powerful than ever Before."
Dr
matters; thereby making' him
- ■™» a graduate of the Uni- .
worldly. If one wishes to learn versify of Virginia and Columbia J
the best, one should learn the best University, was formerly superin- (
that has been written or said. No tendent of the Lexington city !
matter how little one communi- schools and dean of the University
cates with others, he should still of Kentucky.
have knowledge. Silence is golden, " He was for a time assistant superintendent of schools In St. Louis
byt too much of it is ignorance.
' Different kinds of studies con- and superintendent of the Pittstribute to different kinds of peo- burgh public schools.
Past president of the American,
pJe respectively
Yet all studies
contribute to all men. A man Association of School Administralimited in knowledge is surely,sa tors, the American Association of
limited man
Variety is essential Colleges for Teacher Education,!
to knowledge. The type of ejduca- and the Southern Association of
Uon
acquired will produce that CoUeges and Secondary Schools,!
same type of person. One can he is a member of the Executive
only practice what one has learned. Committee of the American CounA correctly educated man £» a just cil on Education. • ■
man. knowledge may be mastered
Since 1945 he has been president
and comman(ied to ones advan- of George Peabody, one of the
tages. Proper education enables great teacher training institutions
ua to think clea
rly and even en- of America. He has taught at the
lightens many
of our pe^on^ Univeristy of Utah, University of
problems.
Alabama, Duke University, and
However, this does not mean Harvard University.
*hat education should be forced on
A native of North Carolina, Dr.
the individuals who have an avers- Hill attended Davidson College, in :
lon
towards it. There is much his home state, then completed
room for criticism of laws that work for his A.B. and A.M. derequire school attendance until grees at the University of Virginia,
the age
of 18.
and his Ph.D. at Columbia UniThe cunning man scorns studies; versity.
——^-^^—^___^__^^_^^
•

JIMMY'S RESTAURANT
Good Food at
Reasonable Prices
ORDERS TO GO. PHONE 9119
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HOW TO USE THE LIBRARIAN

V

Throughout your 4 (5 or 6 etc.)
years at) Eastern, you will find
your teaclilers encouraging you to
use the library. Some teachers
even go so far as to lead their
classes on guided tours of the
majestic (?) structure or give detailed instructions in its use.
Sociology cTSSses devotte one wfioie
■emester trying to get some one
fciside. SudK ffeW (& term papers
and research reports are designed
fo acquairft you wi*h the library.
4L few stuBents fair Victim Mr this
•ndeavor atid become accomplished
researchers. The smart ones, however, leam to use the most vaiueble tool which is not the library,
|ut the liirarian. (I must caution"
you that *ie instruction that follow are g»od for uee on- the professional type- librarian ortiy. Let's
feice it, the* students working iff the
library are as ignorant of it as
• - *you. They do jobs such as salvaging staples1 from wdrJW eaten magv
azines or Aiming gut the restroom
fc
lights at night.)
When enlisting the aid of librarians, pay no attention to their
formidable appearance. They are
really a friendly, happy people ai
heart (or so it says on their con' tract.)
Some librarians will assist you
If you ask for help, but a bold
itep such as that might bring a
refusal and no help. To achieve the
- Best results use psychology. (Psychology is the science of getting
what you want by talking someone into giving it fo you.) •
The "make" and the "brown
■ose" are two of the more wellknown applications of psychology.
Scout the librarians before you
make any moves. Be careful not
to pick one who has seen you before. She must think that you have
never been in a library. Above ail,
don't m*ke the mistake of picking
one who has called you down for
talking (you never talk aloua except to the librarian) or who has
checked out a book for you (so few
do that they remember).
The first move is to gain her attention. The moment you enter the
library assume an anxious, whipped-dog look. (If your acting talent
isn't the best, wait until the night
before your term paper is aue so

you won't have to feign anxiety.)
Approach the librarian and give
her your prepared speech. Mane
sure you stress1: 1. The fact that
you are lost. 2. The caulty of your
teacher who gaVe you such a hard
over night assignment. 3. Your
lack of knowledge of the library.
4~. That you are a clean cut all
American kid who has led a sheltered life- tappesl' to- her motherry
instincts). 5. The fact that you
are still lost.
ASK casual questions to convey
your ignorance*. "t>0 you nave a
Readers Guide? The book store is
fresh out." "Do. you have a copy
oV Honey Bond* TOkes the Hardy
Boys to the Red" Light District?"
"Could you direct me to the visual
aide department? I think I need
glasses'?" "DO yotr Wave tWe Jury
1776 issue of the Rebel's Digest?"
"Which way to the infirmary, this
atmosphere is making me sick?"
(Don't over do it. ¥oU want her
sympathy, and not her imagining
testimony at yoor sanity hearing:.)
Allow the librarian to lead you
around the library. She will dig
up book after book. Simply stack
them in a neat pile. When you
have enough information, simply
load up and leave. (Don't botner
to check books out. You probably
won't bring them back anyway
and you don't want to be bothered
with overdue slips cluttering up
your mall box.) To use this information simply choose a good looking book at random (orange cover
if possible) tear out about fifty
pages from the front half and ten
of the last half. Go through and
cross out every other sentence;
then go through and cross out all
words of more than three syllables.'Have a friend (you may
have to hire one) type up a neat
copy. If you want to make sure of
an A you might even have him insert a few Kentuckyisms you all,
we-uns, ain't, reckon, I caculate
so, directly) to insure complete
approval. (No beatnick jargon,
please!) * '
Now the most important part:
Show your completed paper to the
librarian and thank her for her
help.
She will wri^e one for you to
prevent word getting- around that
she helped you.

KESSLER'S

For XMAS JEWELRY ITEMS
Reduced Sale Prices on Nationally
. Known Merchandise!
SPEIDEL, REMINGTON, NORELCO, BULOVA,
LONGINES, BENRUS, ELGIN, SHAEFFER, •
RONSON, GRUEN, ROGERS, TIMEX.
*
SCHICK — ALL AT DICOUNT PRICES
TO STUDENTS.

Bring YOUR Catalogs for
Comparison.

We MEET and BEAT
All Prices!

KESSLER'S
Main Street (Next To Begley«Drug)
RICHMOND KY.

The Council
Room

WHAT IS
LARIN7
by SaMy SnWvan
Pencil, cheCK. ..Progress check
...Brain??? This is a test that
needs very little thinking, but
looks aren't everything! It will be
given on the honor system. All
roomies' are to remain silent, turn
the radio dial just a shade and
each one in his cdrner. Clang!
You're off...
1. Today's date is .(a.) three
weeks and three days Before
Thanksgiving vacation (b) too late
to crack at book this semester (c)
meeting of the S".F.C.A. (d) delivery of Eastern's Progress.
2. Frank terby wrote (a) Peyton Place (b) Foxea of Harrow (c)
Belles Lettres (<T)How to Smoke in
One Easy Semester.
• 3. How many times can 23 be
substracted from 1000? (a) 4 and
% of a % times (b) as long as the
column of paper (c) only once,
after that it is only 977.
4. Dorothy Kilgallen (a) dances
at the Rock House (b) sings commercials for Fal City beer (c)
drives a truck (d) a movie star
columnist.
•
5. Labor Day^comes around (a)
once a semester (b) eight o'clock
each morning (e) September, 1960.
8. The wisest female canine of
Richmond (a) sets the' late hours
(b) plays pool in the grille (c) is
Miss Blaze of the Richmond Register.
7. The Bearcats are (a) guitar
playing inhabitants of the Smokie
Mountains (b) Nudists that like
rock'n'roll (c) members of U.C.
football team.
8. The Hilltoppers are (a) hillclimbing ants (b) persons caught
up on the Pentacle at 10 o'clock
(c)" Western Kentucky's own.
9. The letters B-U-S S-T-O-P
spell (a) sub pots (b) U-Sots
(with certain extracted letters)
(c) the place at which one boards
a train (d) the stopping place for
Black Brothers.
10. A test such as this (a)
proves who isn't studying for a
chemistry test (b) the Progress is
desperate for features <c) some
people like to read too much!

by Frank Pearce
Like everyone else the Student
Council is breathing a bit more
slowly after the passing of another
Homecoming. The Council was
very happy to present its Best
Homecoming Decoration trophy to
the Physical Education Club for
the marvelous job they did! in
decoratirig Weaver Health Building. The trophy was presented to
Judy Leete, Physical Education
Club president, by Mac Blythe, vice
president of the Student Council,
during jlre-game ceremonies. The
Student Council wisnes to thank
Math Club, Burman Hall House
Council, Sullivan Hall House Council, the Presidential Monitors,
Men's Dorm Council, and K1E for
their part in the decoration of the
campus.

PHONE 1264

Richmond's Owly Cuf Rate Jewelers

"On-The-Job" Fellowship
Open to Home Economics Majors
Home Economics Majors—Attention! How would you like to step
into a key executive position with
a major company immediately tipon graduation?
The Pillsbury
Award winner for 1960 will do just
that.
This Award Program, now in its
second year, offers a unique "onthe-job" training fellowship to an
outstanding home economics major
who will graduate from college
this June. She will become Associate Director of the Pillsbury Junior Home Service Center for one
year—beginning July 1, I960. The
; position encompasses a wide range
of functions and activities, so as
to give the Award winner * firsthand knowledge of the many ramifications of the food industry and
of the ways in which home economics contributes to this industryThe Award winner will receive a
cash grant of $1,000 in addition to
\. her salary of $4,800 for the year.
At the close of her year as Associate Director, she will be offered
another position with Pillsbury or
a $2,500 fellowship for a year's
graduate study in home economics.
The Award winner for 1959 was
Deanne Suneson, who graduated
last June from Montana State College at Bozeman.
Full information on the Pillsbury Award for 1960 and applica-'
tion forms may be-obtained from
your HOme Economics Department. Applications must be submitted to Pillsbury, through your
Home Economics Department, no
later than December 1.

YOUNG DEMOCRATS
The newly organized Young Democrats Club met on November 10
with Deleno Sbumbo, president,
presiding.
The other 1959-60 officers are:
Jimmy Thompson, vice president;
Nancy Warks, secretary; Tom
Isaacs, treasurer; Sue Snowden
and Janet Smyth, reporters; Judy
Kendle, publicity chairman.
Regardless of party affiliation,
all are invited to meetings. Dates
will be posted.

- SNEA NEWS
Mis» Louise Combs, Director of
Teacher Education arid Certification in Kentucky, was guest speaker at the regular meeting of SNEA
on November 11 at 6:30 in Little
Theatre.

»

The week of November 8-13 was
American Education Week. SNEA
and Kappa Delta Pi jointly sponsored an assembly program Wednesday, November 11, at the regular session.
Mise Combs spoke on the "Image
of the Teaching Profession" in
which she'emphasized it is becoming a must for teachers to be college graduates. She said that,
"inspired with the spirit of idealism, a dedicated teacher will meet
the criteria set for teacher selection."
Following the meeting, Doris Yaden and Ruth Bush presided at the
"coffee" in Walnut HalL

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT!

I SWEET SHOP \
North Second Streot

Have your Xmas
Portrait made Now and
avoid th e rusk — at

the Price you can
Afford.
Use our
Extended Payment Plan

JIMMY TAYLOR.
Photographer

'On-The-Job'
Fellowship

CHECK
,
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McGaughey

Studio
PHONE 52
Miss Shirley Christine Bolin

*

WWQVIAIE'S
THANKSGIVING" SPECIAL: ONE DOLLAR
PIZZAS 90c —Nov. 22 and 23
Now Featuring egg salad, ham salad and
Tuna salad sandwiches.

As Close as Your Phone — 651
i ■■

MADISON LAUNDRY
And CLEANERS
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND .

.

CLEANING SERVICE —

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL!
I HOUR—I DAY SERVICE
WHEN REQUESTED —NO
EXTRA CHARGE!

Third atid Water Streets

Banana
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Alumni News
Mr. Charles A. Keith, former
head of the History Department
and Dean of Men at Eastern, and
■sn. Theodore, class of '51, left
the campus on Sunday, November
15, for a visit with relatives in
Arkansas, Texas and Mississippi
and a visit to Masonic meetings
In Alabama and Texas. They expect to return about December 9.
Mr. Harley T. Emmons was on
the campus for a visit this summer. He is teaching- art at the
Rising Sun Ohio County Consolidated Schools, Rising Sun, lnd. He
was a 1957 graduate. His street
address is 501 Walnut.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Robinson
are teaching in Florida. Mrs. Robinson, the former Joyce Patterson,
class of '56, is teaching history at
Eau Galle. Mr. Robinson, class
of '58, is teaching health and coaching basketball at Melbourne High
School. Their address is 330 Avenida de la Vista, Ocean Park, Mel:
bourne, Fla.
William C. Boiling, class of '59,
is one of 55 young men and women
picked by the government for a research job in a new recruiting program. Boiling, a physicist for the
Naval Weapons Laboratory in
Washington, will transform observations from man-made satellites,
into data to be fed into electronic
computers.
George R. Brooks has been employed as a field agent with the
Internal Revenue Service since his
graduation in 1957. He was recently given a $150.00 award by
the Internal Revenue Service for
superior performance in his position. He is assigned to the Marion,
Indiana, office.
Major John "Jack" W. Hughes,
Jr. arrived back in the states this
summer and has been assigned to
the staff and faculty of the Command and General Staff College at
Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas. He is
a 1937 graduate. Major Hughes
visited the campus this summer.
His address in Ft. Leavenworth
is 48 Pick Ave.

WEDDINGS
NEVINS—HATCHETT
Miss Bonnie Moss Nevins, Lawrenceburg, and Mr. Julian P. Hatchett, Harrodsburg, were united in
marriage on July 26 at Sand Spring
Baptist Church in Lawrenceburg.
Mrs. Hatchett was graduated
from Eastern in 1953 and is teaching at present in Anderson County.
Mr. Hatchett is engaged in farm-

BOB'S
MEN'S SHOP

LIVI'S
POLISHED
COTTONS
ANCX
CORDUROYS

BOB'S
MEN'S SHOP

Junior Alumni
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Douglas
LIBRARY NOTICE!
Harris, 1155 Fairfax, Pontiac,
Mich., announce the arrival of a
The following changes In
son, Gary Douglas, on August 3.
hours the college library will
Mrs. Harris is the former Florene be open have been made. EffecConn, class of '56. She has taught tive November 8, the library
elementary physical education at will be open Sunday afternoons
Pontiac for 2% years.
from 2:00-5:00 p. m. On SaturMr. and Mrs. Robert E. Bartley days it will close one hour
are the parents of a son, Robert -earlier at 3:00 p. m. The correct
Stewart, born on September 27 at hours are as follows:
Oak Ridge, Tenn. Mr. Bartley
Monday-Thursday
was a member of the class of '59.
7:55 a. m.-9:00 p. m.
He is in the Operations Analysis
Friday
Division, Union Carbide Nuclear
7:55 a. m.-5:00 p. m.
Co. in Oak Ridge. Their address
Saturday
is 139 Hamilton Cr., Oak Ridge.
7:55 a. m.-3:00 p. m.
Dr. and Mrs. F. K. Schilling,
Sunday
Jr. announce the birth of their sec2:00 p. m.-5:00 p. m.
ond child, a daughter, Elinor CamMr. Dick Allen stated that it
eron, bom on July 7 in Paris,
had always been the policy of
France. Dr. Schilling, attache of
Eastern's library to give the
the American Embassy-in Paris, student body the best service
received his A.B. degree at East- possible. He feels that there
ern in 1948. He received his M.A. are many students who need
at Indiana University in 1949 and and will use the new Sunday
his Ph.D. in 1954 at the same afternoon hours.
school. He studied a year at London School of Economics and in
1954 received 'a B. Litt. degree
from Trinity College, Dublin. He
.
arrived in Paris in January, 1956.
Lt. and Mrs. Thomas M; Bertram announce the arrival of a
daughter, Laura Lynne, on September 3 at William Beaumont
Army Hospital, Ft. Bliss, Texas.
Lt. Bertram was a member of
the class of '57. Their address is
2216 Silver St., in El Paso, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Sullivan
are the parents of a baby daughter, Karen Lee, born September
11. Mrs. Sullivan is the former
Jo Nell Harrod, class of '54. Their
address is 424 W. 4th St., Frankfort, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney E. Porter of Augusta, Maine, announce
the arrival of a son, Michael Arn->
old, on August 27 at Augusta General Hospital. Mrs. Porter is the
former Barbara Jo Giunchigliani,
class of '57. Address 38-B Bangor
St., Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse C. Oak, 2803
South Columbus St., Arlington 6,
Va., are the parents of a baby
daughter, Sue Carroll, born on October 7. Sue Carroll is being welcomed by a brother, Jesse C, Jr.,
age 4. Mr. Oak was a member
of the class of '50.
Lt. and Mrs. William L. Vockery
are welcoming their first child,
Brenda Kay, born March 27. Mrs.
Vockery was the former Helen K.
Naylor, class of '58, and Lt. Vockery, class of *57. Their address is
5452 F Chaffee St., Ft. Knox, Ky.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald W. Piersall, class of '56, on
August 18. He has been named
Jeffrey Clay. Mrs. Piersall taught
for two years after graduation in
Orange County elementary schools
and has completed twelve hours
of graduate at Stetson University,
DeLand, Fla. Mr. Piersall has
been an accountant for the Minute
Maid Corporation in Orlando, Fla.,
since his graduation. Their address is 2312 Queensway Road in
Orlando.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Wilson,
class of '56, announce the arrival
of their first child, a daughter,
Marcia Kay, born July 4. Mrs.
Wilson was the former Dean Rubarts. Mr. Wilson has been teaching at Reading, Ohio since his
graduation and is doing graduate
work at Xavier University, Cincinnati. They have a new address,
7009 Wooster Pk., Mariemont, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

RAY'S BARBER SHOP
Welcomes All Eastern Students!
NEXT TO WOOLWORTH'S

THE GOLDGN RULE
HOME COOKING!
TURKEY WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS NOV. 23 & 24.
Same Reasonable Prices.
BISCUITS LIKE GRANDMA USED TO MAKE!
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DUAL FILTER
DOES IT!

It filters as
no single filter can
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ing in Mercer County. They are
living at 437 Morgan Ave., Harrodsburg, Gy.
BALLARD—MILLER
Miss Billie Lynn Ballard and
Jerome Travis Miller, Jr. of London, England, were married on
September 26 at the First Baptist
CKurch in Richmond.
The bride was graduated from
Eastern in 1954 and received her
M.D. degree from the University
of Chicago in 1957. She will continue special training in internal
medicine in London.
Mr. 'Miller is a graduate of the
University of Kentucky. The couple lives at 6 Stapenhill Road,
North Wembley, Middlesex, England.

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD
E. MAIN ST.
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HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

i

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth...
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste I

NEW
DUAL
FILTER
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